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Abstract— The structured data mashup is the special kind of data mashup which deals with well structured data throughout the 

mashup development process. This paper highlights mashup development life cycle and the roles of IT developers as well as 

end users in various steps of mashup development. The pre-mashup configuration is the essential process of the any data 

mashup development that creates mashup module consisting of data module, service module, mapping module and UI module. 

In this work, we have explored mapping module called SDXMapping to design multi-configuration styles of structured data 

mashup, which will not only help the mashup developers but also the end users to develop the data mashup as per the 

situational need. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

There are huge amount of personal & public information 

which are stored in different internet sources and accessed 

via webs, apps and other interfaces. The personal information 

is generally treated as private information and requires 

credentials to access it whereas public information is open 

and available to all without any identity required. But, in 

order to access this information, users have to dependent on 

IT developers who provide information system using 

webs/apps. The users are required to explore webs/apps to 

understand interfaces and the way to reach to the desired 

information available inside it. The data mashup [1][2] is 

becoming popular due to its nature of involving the user to 

develop its own web/app to view its required data at one 

place after fetching it from multiple internet sources.  

There are basically three types of data i.e. structured data, 

unstructured data and semi-structured data. Among all three 

kinds of data, structured data is easier to understand and 

process because it is well defined by attributes and their 

values. The system with semi-structured data is less efficient 

as well as less flexible[3]. Data mashup is the general kind of 

mashup which deals with all kinds of data. This work 

explores special kind of data mashup called structured data 

mashup which fetches only well structured data from 

multiple data sources and integrate all of them to populate 

into Structured Data Mashup Box (SDMB)[4]. The mashed 

up data are stored in SDMB (kind of logical entity) and are 

shown to the user through user’s defined integrated view. 

This work exploits mashup configuration styles using 

Structured Data eXchange Mapping (SDXMapping) which is 

the output of pre-configuration mashup process taken from 

our previous work [4] and is used for data mapping. The pre-

mashup configuration is the essential process of the whole 

mashup development life cycle. The major contribution of 

this paper is to explore multi-configuration styles of 

structured data mashup using SDXMapping which will help 

the mashup service provider to design different mashup 

frameworks/applications to fulfill the different situational 

need of the user.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes the related work which covers types of data 

mashup, mashup configurations styles, and data mapping etc. 

Section III explores the mashup development life cycle to 

understand steps of mashup development based on two 

models called One Time Configuration (OTC) model and 

Any Time Access (ATA) model. Section IV explains 

structured data exchange mapping in brief. Section V 

describes multi-configuration mashup styles designed using 

SDXMapping and at last the conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Before understanding mashup configuration styles, let us 

understand the process of mashup development first. The 

development of mashed up webs/apps are different from that 

of traditional software development. Figure 1 shows the roles 
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of IT developers and end users to develop normal/mashed up 

webs/apps. It can be seen from the figure 1 that IT 

developers follow the Software Development Life Cycle 

(SDLC) and use the software development 

framework/specification like .net, java based servlet, struts & 

spring, php, android etc to develop normal webs/apps. The 

end users are bounded to use normal webs/apps which are 

developed by IT developers in current traditional approach of 

developing webs/apps. But, mashed up webs/apps are 

developed by user itself.  

The development of mashup applications is gaining the 

popularity but the approach of developing such applications 

is completely different from the traditional application 

development. The mashup development framework produced 

by IT developers would be used by end user to develop their 

own mashed up webs/apps using mashup development life 

cycle. Thus, the role of IT developers is limited to develop 

mashup develop framework/application. The mashup 

development framework should be designed and developed 

in such a way so that even an ordinary user can use it for 

developing information system for its own use. Due to 

usability of the data mashup, frameworks are being 

developed which not only support publicly available data 

like RSS, Atom etc but also facilitate interface to access 

database and legacy system [5].  

 

Figure 1. SDLC Vs MDLC 

There are many mashup tools, techniques and approaches 

developed previously. Most of the tools, technique and 

approaches[5][6] involved end user developer[7][8]/ 

programmer to use mashup development framework and thus 

do not follow the MDLC to be performed by ordinary user. 

Reference [9] explained various mashup frameworks based 

on approaches like programming paradigm, scripting, 

spreadsheet, wiring, programming by demonstration and 

automatic mashup creation etc. The end user uses mashup 

development framework [10] and follows the complete life 

cycle of developing mashup but most of the works published 

do not cover the complete life cycle and are limited to focus 

few aspects only.  

There are various types of data mashup like Photo 

mashup[11], Video mashup[12], Music Mashup[13], News 

mashup[14][15][16], Mobile Mashup[17], Linked Data 

Mashup[18][19][20], Map Mashup[21] [22] [23], Enterprise 

Mashup[24][25], Semantic Mashup[26],Service Mashup[27], 

IoTMaaS[28], DaaS[29] Web Mashup[5], Shallow Web & 

Deep Web Mashup[30][31]. There are two popular mashup 

styles known as client side mashup and server side mashup 

[29][32] which specifies the location where the mashup 

would be performed before providing it to the user. Many 

times, mashup applications are created by applying the mix 

approach mashup (may also be called hybrid approach). The 

pre-mashup configuration is one of the essential steps of 

MDLC which configures the mashup framework to fetch the 

various needed data from data sources. This step is used to 

clearly define the data requirement of the user before 

performing mashup. This step should be simple enough so 

that even ordinary user can explore it without any 

programming or scripting.  

Generally, browsers, desktop apps or mobile apps are used to 

perform pre-mashup configuration during mashup 

development. Not only the process of pre-mashup 

configuration but also its output is important because it is 

used to perform the filter, transformation and population 

while performing the actual data mashup. For example, some 

of the outputs of pre-mashup configuration are graph 

signature & MashQL by [33], XML document by IBM 

Damia [34], pipes by Yahoo Pipes [14] and MSQL by [35] 

etc. In this paper, we have used mapping module called 

SDXMapping as major component of pre-mashup 

configuration to design multi-configuration styles of 

structured data mashup so that execution of filter, 

transformation and population of mashup can be done in 

different ways to fulfill the situational need of the end user.  

There are many works previously published on unstructured 

or semi-structured data mashup but very few of them cover 

the structured data mashup. Reference [36] investigated 

various schema mapping techniques based on column names 

and their values. Building mashups by demonstration [37] is 

the best example of structured data mashup which primary 

focuses on the structured data and understands the user’s 

requirement through demonstration. In this case, pre-mashup 

configuration is performed through the demonstration and 

output is generated accordingly.  

III. MASHUP DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE 

The data mashup is neither similar to traditional web 

application nor like other standalone app i.e. desktop/mobile 

app. In traditional software development life cycle, the IT 

developers are involved throughout the life cycle of the 

development but the development of the data mashup 

involves the ordinary user throughout its development. We 
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have divided the whole mashup development process called 

Mashup Development Life Cycle (MDLC) of the data 

mashup into two parts i.e. One Time Configuration (OTC) 

and Any Time Access (ATA) to understand whole mashup 

development in a simplified way (See figure 2). The OTC 

and ATA models are well explained in our previous work 

[4].  

 

Figure 2. Mashup Development Life Cycle 

We have elaborated one time configuration process using the 

OTC flow diagram as shown in figure 3(a) and any time 

access process using the ATA flow diagram as shown in 

figure 3(b). According to figure 3(a), user first chooses 

digital place to view his mashed up data. This digital place 

could be his personal page of social media account, email 

home or other mobile/desktop app. After determining the 

digital place for data mashup, user needs to define data 

mashup requirement in user friendly manner. Now, user 

selects some of the data sources which provide data for 

performing data mashup at its end.  

Currently, not all the data sources are providing data for 

mashup purpose because of lack of popularity and security 

reasons hence choice of such data sources would be limited. 

In this paper, we have used the term Structured Data Server 

(SDServer) for mashup data sources which will provide 

structured data for performing structured data mashup and 

the term Structured Data Client (SDClient) for client 

interface (i.e. browser, apps etc) which would be used by end 

user to view the mashed up data. According to our previous 

work [4], user will fetch Mashup Configuration Attributes 

(MCA) from mashup data sources which would be required 

to perform pre-mashup configuration. Performing pre-

mashup configuration is one time process which produces 

mashup configuration module which can further be divided 

into data module, service module, mapping module and UI 

module to understand the whole development process in a 

simplified manner. 

 

Figure 3(a). One Time Configuration Flow Diagram 

The service module contains various components to integrate 

data services, protocols for mashup communication etc.  The 

mapping module contains necessary configuration required 

for data filtering and transformation. The data module has 

necessary logic and other details to store & fetch mashed up 

data and UI module contains necessary codes and pre-

defined interfaces/widgets to populate the mashed up data 

and used for showing it to its user in proper format. After 

completion of the first phase of OTC, user would be involved 

in second phase i.e. ATA. Figure 3(b) explores any time 

access flow diagram, which is required by user to perform 

necessary data mashup to fulfill its own data need.  

 

Figure 3(b). Any Time Access Flow Diagram 

In order to perform data mashup, the user selects mashup 

module which contains data module, service module, 

mapping module and UI module which would be used for 

different purposes. Mashup module explores service module 
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by calling various mashup services which were configure 

during OTC process. The service module further calls 

various data services and fetches required data from them 

and passes it to filter and transformation components. This 

component needs mapping module to complete its operation 

of data transformation as per rules defined by user. This 

component generates mashed up data which is stored in 

Structured Data Mashup Box (SDMB) with the help of data 

module and thereafter checks whether there are more data 

sources in the queue or not. The process of fetching, filtering, 

transformation and populating of the data continues till there 

are more data sources. At last, the mashed up data is shown 

to the user using UI module which was configured at the 

time of OTC. In this current work, we have focused mapping 

module called Structured Data eXchange Mapping 

(SDXMapping) which is briefly explained in the next 

section. More about SDXMapping can be found in our 

previous work [4]. 

IV. STRUCTURED DATA EXCHANGE MAPPING 

The Structured Data eXchange Mapping (also called 

SDXMapping) is the core process of mashup used for 

structured data mashup. Structured Data (SD) is well defined 

at both ends which may be called Structured Data Client 

(SDClient) and Structured Data Source/Server (SDServer). 

The attributes and their schemas of the structured data are 

two important factors which are needed to define user’s data 

requirement. The schema mapping and data mapping are two 

important aspects of structured data [38][39]. The mapping 

module in this work creates SDXMapping which can be 

further divided into two basic types based on two important 

factors called attributes and their schemas as mentioned 

above (See figure 4). 

i. Structured Data Attribute eXchange Mapping i.e. 

SD(A)XMapping 

ii. Structured Data Schema  eXchange Mapping i.e. 

SD(S)XMapping 

 

 

Figure 4. Types of SDXMapping 

As shown in figure 4, SD(A)XMapping can be sub divided 

into Structured Data Simple Attribute eXchange Mapping i.e. 

SD(SA)XMapping and Structured Data Dependent Attribute 

eXchange Mapping i.e. SD(DA)XMapping. Similarly, 

SD(S)XMapping can be subdivided into Structured Data 

Type eXchange Mapping i.e. SD(T)XMapping and 

Structured Data Format eXchange Mapping i.e. 

SD(F)XMapping because schema of the data describes its 

type and format necessary to store and process it. In this 

paper, we are concerned with SD(A)XMapping only and 

rests of the mappings are left for the future work. Let us 

understand these types of SD(A)XMappings one by one.  

A. SD(SA)XMapping 

In this section, we will understand the basic differences 

between Simple Attribute (SA) and Dependent Attribute 

(DA) by taking an example. The simple attributes are those 

attributes whose values can be independently assigned by the 

user but dependent attributes are those attributes whose value 

can be chosen from set of some prefixed values. For 

example,  a student can be defined by attributes like name, 

address, mobileNo, city and country. Here, name, address 

and mobileNo would be simple attributes which can be 

assigned values independently but attributes like city and 

country would be dependent attribute because their values 

can be chosen from set of prefix values provided by the IT 

developers. Let us understand two terms Mashup 

Configuration Attributes (MCA) and Data Mashup 

Definition (DMD) before understanding simple attributes 

mapping shown in figure 5. According to our previous work 

[4], MCA is the set of attributes published by SDServer so 

that SDClient can use it for performing pre-mashup 

configuration whereas DMD is the set of attributes defined 

by user at SDClient  during defining its data requirement.  

 

Figure 5. SD(SA)XMapping 

As shown in figure 5, MCA#01 and MCA#02 are mashup 

configuration attributes published by two different SDServers. 

DMD#01 is the way of defining user’s data requirement at his 

own digital place before performing the actual data mashup. 

SD(SA)XMapping algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1 is used 

to perform pre-mashup configuration to produce Structured 

Data eXchange Mapping for simple attributes. SDX#1 and 

SDX#2 are two different mappings created for two SDServers 

i.e. SDServer#01 and SDServer#02 respectively. This kind of 

mapping is simple and based on similarity of the semantical 

meaning of the attributes defined at both ends. 
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The algorithm for performing one time configuration for 

simple attributes as well as dependent attributes is given in 

algorithm 1. This algorithm requires SDMB p and SDServer q 

to access attributes of DMD and MCA. 

Algorithm-1: 

 

OTC (SDMB p, SDServer q) 

 

1:  begin
1
 

2:  r = p.getDMDAttributes() 

3:  s = q.getMCAttributes() 

4:  For each MCAttribute t ∈ s 

5:        begin
2
  

6: u = selectDMDAttribute(r,t) 

7: if(u is SA) 

8: p.SDXMapping.add(u=t) 

9: if(u is DA and t=DA) 

10: p.SDXMapping.add(u*=t*) 

11: Call OTC-DA(p,u*,t*) 

12: end
2 

13:  end
1
 

 

Line 2 & 3 read all the DMDAttributes & MCAttributes 

respectively. Each MCAttribute is corresponding to one 

DMDAttribute which is symantically equal to each other. 

Line 4 to 12 executes the loop for peforming SDXMapping 

for all MCAttributes received from SDServer. Line 6 selects 

DMDAttribute which is symantically equal to MCAttribute. 

Line 7 to line 11 calls SDXMapping based on type of the 

DMDAttribute i.e. simple attribute or dependent attribute. If 

DMDAttribute and MCAttributes are dependent attibutes then 

another algorithm 2 is called which has been developed for 

performing one time configuration  between depdendent 

attributes. 

B. SD(DA)XMapping 

This section describes SDXMapping between dependent 

attributes of SDClient and SDServer. It can be seen from 

figure 6 that MCA#01 holds dependent attribute a14* 

whereas MCA#02 holds dependent attribute b14*. Here * has 

been used with an attribute to show that it is a dependent 

attribute not a simple attribute. It should noted here that data 

mashup definition must also contain dependent attibute before 

performing mapping between them. Here, DMD#01 defines 

x14* as a dependent attribute. Another important point can be 

noted that there is no direct mapping between two dependent 

attributes a14* and b14* rather mapping between their 

dependent values are used to create SDXMapping. The values 

of a14* can be assigned from one of the value from set 

(u1,u2,u3) and value of b14* can be assigned from set 

(v1,v2,v3). The dependent attribute x14* contains one of the 

value from set (z1,z2,z3).  

 

 

Figure 6. SD(DA)XMapping 

Thus, SD(DA)XMapping generates mapping between all 

possible values of dependent attributes. SDX#3 shows 

mapping between DMD#01 and MCA#01 whereas SDX#4 

shows mapping between DMD#01 and MCA#02. The rule for 

mapping used in this mapping is same as that of simple 

attributes. 

The algorithm for performing one time configuration for 

dependent attribute  is given in algorithm 2. This algorithm 

requires SDMB p and dependent DMDAttribute u* and 

MCAttribute *t.  

Algorithm-2: 

OTC-DA (SDMB p, DMDAttribute u*, MCAttribute t*) 

 

1:  begin
1
 

2:  a = u*.getDMDValues() 

3:  b = t*.getMCAValues() 

4:  For each value c ∈ a 

5:   begin
2
 

6:  d = selectMCAValue(b, c) 

7:  p.SD(DA)XMapping.add(c=d) 

8:  end
2
 

9:  end
1
 

 

Line 2 & 3 read values of all the DMDAttributes & 

MCAttributes respectively. Line 4  to 8 executes the loop for 

peforming SD(DA)XMapping between value of MCAttribute 

and that of DMDAttribute. Line 6 selects MCAValue which 

is symantically equal to one of the value of the  

DMDAttribute.  

C. SD(A)XMapping at a Glance 

This section explains whole SD(A)XMapping process at a 

glance. It is clear that from figure 7 that simple attributes are 
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passed to SD(SA)XMapping and dependent attributes are sent 

to SD(DA)XMapping.  

 

 

Figure 7.  SD(SA)XMapping & SD(DA)XMapping  

SDX#1 and SDX#2 have been created using simple attribute 

mapping algorithm between MCA#01 & DMD#01 and 

MCA#02 & DMD#01 respectively. Similarly, SDX#3 and 

SDX#4 have been created using dependent attribute mapping 

algorithm between MCA#01 & DMD#01 and MCA#02 & 

DMD#01 respectively. 

V. MASHUP CONFIGURATION STYLES  

The SDXMapping as explained above needs to be configured 
at either side or both side i.e. client side or server side. 
Reference [40] described various interface required for 
performing mashup using two popular mashup styles namely 
client side mashup and server side mashup. Reference [28] 
presented a novel mashup approach based on configuration 
theory and visual tool. Based on the location of performing 
the SDXMapping, mashup configuration can be of following 
styles- 

A. Server Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration 

B. Client Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration 

C. Server Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration 

D. Client Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration 

E. Hybrid (m:n) Mashup Configuration 

Here the term (m:n) indicates that there are m number of 
SDClients at client side and n numbers of SDServers at server 
side taking participation in data mashup. Let us understand 
these configuration styles one by one in the following 
sections.  

A. Server Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration 

In this type of configuration style, there exist one SDClient 

i.e. SDClient#1 at client side and n SDServers i.e. 

SDServer#1,SDServer#2,..,..,SDServer#n etc and 

SDXMapping is performed at server side. Hence, it is called 

Server Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration which can be seen in 

the figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Server Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration 

 

This style takes less time to perform data population at client 

side but takes more time for mashup communication because 

SDXMapping is performed at server side. Here, 

SDXMapping is performed at server side due to which 

SDClient gets mashed up data in its own format which can be 

directly populated into SDMB without performing filter and 

transformation. 

B. Client Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration 

In this type of configuration style, there exist one 

SDClient i.e. SDClient#1 at client side and n SDServers 

i.e. SDServer#1,SDServer#2,..,..,SDServer#n etc and 

SDXMapping is performed at client side. Hence, it is 

called Client Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration which can 

be seen in the figure 9. 

 

Figure. 9. Client Side (1:n) Mashup Configuration 

This style takes more time to perform data population at 

SDClient but takes less time for mashup communication 

because SDXMapping is performed at client side. Here, 

SDXMapping is performed at client side for each mashup 

communication and hence data received from SDServer 

cannot be directly populated into SDMB and is passed to 

filter and transformation components for further process. 
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C. Server Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration 

In this type of configure style, there exist m SDClients i.e. 

SDClient#1,SDClient#2,..,..,SDClient#m at client side and 

one SDServer. SDXMapping is performed at server side 

and hence, it is called Server Side (m:1) Mashup 

Configuration which can be seen in the figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. Server Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration 

 

SDServer in this style takes more time to perform 

SDXMapping because  SDXMapping is performed at 

SDServer for each SDClient connected to it and time 

taken for mashup communication for each SDClient 

depends on simultaneous execution of SDXMapping of 

SDClients at a time in the SDServer. Again, because 

SDXMapping is performed at server side hence data sent 

by SDServer can be directly populated into SDMB. 

D. Client Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration  

In this type of configuration style, there exist m SDClients 

i.e. SDClient#1,SDClient#2,..,..,SDClient#m at client side 

and one SDServer i.e. SDServer#1 and SDXMapping is 

performed on each SDClient. Hence, it is called Client 

Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration which can be seen in 

the figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Client Side (m:1) Mashup Configuration 

Time taken by SDServer to send data to its SDClients 

depends on the simultaneous request executed on it and 

each SDClient consumes some time for filter, 

transformation through SDXMapping before populating 

data into its SDMB. 

E. Hybrid(m:n) Mashup Configuration  

Hybrid (m:n) mashup configuration shows the hybrid 

combination of mashup configuration where some 

SDXMappings are performed at SDClients and some are 

performed at server side as can be seen from figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12. Hybrid Side (m:n) Mashup Configuration 

 

Location of performing SDXMapping depends on the 

mutual understanding between SDClient and SDServer in 

the real world. The SDXMapping at client side is more 

secured for end users because it does not disclose 

DMDAttributes to anyone but user needs to update 

SDXMapping if any change is occurred in MCAttributes 

of SDServer. The SDXMapping at server side may not be 

secured because it discloses DMDAttributes of the end 

user but user does not need to perform any update on 

SDXMapping if any change is occurred in MCAttributes 

of the  SDServer. The SDXMapping needs to be updated 

if there is change in either DMDAttributes or 

MCAttributes or both. Updates on SDXMapping can be 

performed by either of the side on mutual understanding 

but SDXMapping should be updated well before 

performing data mashup at SDClient. Synchronization of 

SDXMapping is another topic for researchers and can be 

explored as future work. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Data mashup is the general kind of mashup which deals with 

all kinds of data whereas structured data mashup is the special 

kind of data mashup, which fetches only well structured data 

from multiple data sources and integrate all of them to 

populate into mashup box. In this paper, we divided the whole 

mashup development life cycle into two models called one 

time configuration and any time access model. The pre-

mashup configuration process of one time configuration 

model creates mashup module which consists of data module, 

service module, mapping module and UI module to perform 

different task. All these mashup modules are used by any time 

access model for performing data mashup at various stages. 

The SDXMapping, which is the output of pre-mashup 

configuration process, has also been explained using the 

concept of simple attribute’s mapping and dependent 

attribute’s mapping through algorithms. We have designed 
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multi-mashup configuration styles using SDXMapping to 

fulfil different situational need of data mashup, which will be 

helpful for both the stakeholders called mashup developer and 

end user for developing structured data mashup. 
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